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I. Executive Summary
Special Purpose Acquisition Companies, or
“SPACs,” are publicly traded blank-check
companies “that raise money with the sole
purpose of buying a company to take it public.”1
SPAC sponsors, including high-profile Wall
Street bankers, raise capital by completing an
Initial Public Offering (IPO) for a shell company,
fundraising primarily from institutional investors,
and discounting these purchases to raise large
sums quickly. SPACs then have a set period,
typically two years, to announce an acquisition
target and complete a merger with a private
company. This time pressure, combined with the
almost-guaranteed profits for SPAC sponsors
and leadership, has created a proliferation of
low-quality deals and poor due diligence, often
resulting in huge losses for retail investors.
One key problem with SPACs is that the investors
who bankroll them do not necessarily have a stake
in the long-term success of the companies they
bring public. The misaligned incentives for SPAC
sponsors, who are given a “promote,” or 20% stake,
in the public company following the merger with a
private company, gives them an all-but-guaranteed
profit, putting retail investors at increased risk and
allowing companies with significant weaknesses to
bypass the disclosures required of a traditional IPO.
The SPAC process has resulted in poor outcomes
for companies taken public and their retail
investors, but it has been a boon for Wall Street
insiders. In 2021, nearly half of all companies
with less than $10 million of annual revenue
that went public through a SPAC “have failed
or are expected to fail to meet the 2021 revenue
or earnings targets they provided to investors.”2
These companies fell short on revenue projections
by an average of 53%.3 A study of 47 SPACs that
went public between January 2019 and June 2020
found that median returns were a negative 14.5%
three months after the SPAC’s merger, with sixand twelve-month returns continuing to decline. 4
Following reports of rampant self-dealing and

fraud in the SPAC industry, Senator Warren
opened an investigation into the structure of these
companies and their impact on retail investors.
In September 2021, Senators Warren, Brown,
Van Hollen, and Smith wrote to six high-profile
SPAC creators requesting information about their
financial and personal involvement in SPACs,5
consulted with outside experts, and wrote to the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
regarding a well-publicized allegation of securities
law violations by Digital World Acquisition
Corp., the SPAC planning to take ex-President
Trump’s digital media firm public. 6 This report
presents the results of Senator Warren’s SPAC
investigation. It finds that:
• SPAC Sponsors’ Incentives and Outcomes Do
Not Align with Retail Investors, Leading to
Low-Quality Deals that Harm Investors. The
sponsor’s “promote,” a 20% share in the public
company that sponsors pay a fraction of market
value for, almost always guarantees a profit for
sponsors, who frequently pay tens of thousands
of dollars for nearly hundreds of million in stock.
Since SPACs face time pressure to complete a
merger – typically, money must be returned to
investors and the SPAC must dissolve if a merger
is not completed within two years – SPAC
sponsors are incentivized to push low-quality deals
to ensure they receive their promote. From 2019
to 2021, SPAC sponsors received average returns
of 958 percent, even as companies taken public by
SPACs consistently underperformed the market
and retail investors took losses.
In one example discussed in this report, the
SPAC Churchill Capital III brought MultiPlan,
Inc. public on October 9, 2020.7 Michael Klein,
the SPAC sponsor, received a promote consisting
of 27.5 million shares in the new company, worth
over $275 million at IPO, for just $25,000.
Just one year later, on October 9, 2021, shares
were worth $5.05,8 resulting in a loss for retail
investors who bought in at the IPO of almost
50%. However, the shares Mr. Klein purchased
for $25,000 were worth over $138 million, a
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return of over 5,550 times what he paid.
• SPAC Shortcuts Give Institutional Investors
and Wall Street Insiders Profitmaking
Opportunities that Dilute Shares for Retail
Investors and Put Underlying Companies
at Risk. The so-called “SPAC mafia” of
hedge funds, Wall Street insiders, and large
financial institutions are provided with various
“shortcuts” throughout the SPAC process that
are inaccessible to retail investors. Institutional
investors are given early access to information
and discounted stock before retail investors can
participate on the open market. In addition,
these insiders are invited to participate in PIPEs,
or private investment in public equity, that
widen the information and access gap. PIPEs
also provide a discounted rate after the stock has
already been on the market, diluting existing
stock and practically guaranteeing profits of
up to 300% for the financial institutions that
participate. Institutional investors are also given
redemption rights that act as a “money-back
guarantee” and further insulate them from
any risk or long-term investment in the public
company. These special favors for big investors
dilute the value of retail investors’ purchases
while reducing the capital available to the
companies after they are taken public.
• Financial Institutions Profit Off SPACs
Through Hidden Fees that Outstrip Those of
a Traditional IPO. Financial institutions have
benefited from the SPAC boom by charging
various hidden fees that outstrip those of a
traditional IPO, including an underwriter fee,
a PIPE placement agent fee, and a financial
advisor fee. According to information provided
by major SPAC backer Cantor Fitzgerald, in
their role as underwriters, they received fees
equal to 5.5-6.0% of the amount raised in
the IPO, with a 2.0% underwriting fee at the
closing of the IPO. In some cases, the company
also received a capital markets advisory fee
equal to 3.5% of the amount raised in the
IPO and 5.5% of the over-allotment option.

And in its role as a SPAC sponsor, Cantor
Fitzgerald paid their financial backers a 3.0%
PIPE placement fee and M&A advisory fees
consisting of several million in dollars or shares.
• SPACs Incentivize Inadequate and Even
Fraudulent Disclosures. Regulatory
loopholes, lax requirements, and the misaligned
incentives of the decision makers, have created
an environment where SPACs are rife with
disclosures that border on or cross into outright
fraud. In effect, SPACs have created a shortcut
for private businesses to go public without the
disclosure requirements of a traditional IPO.
And because the SPAC sector is oversaturated
and sponsors are incentivized to make a
deal regardless of quality, there have been
multiple cases where companies used inflated
information about their financials, their future
business, or even their underlying technology.
• SPACs Allow for Rampant Self-Dealing
at the Expense of Retail Investors and the
Health of the Market. SPAC sponsors take
advantage of the flaws in SPAC rules to benefit
themselves in multiples steps of the process:
paying advisory fees to companies they are
associated with, participating in PIPEs and
private investment rounds despite their clear
insider knowledge, and even choosing their own
companies as acquisition targets. For example,
Michael Klein, the CEO of SPAC sponsor The
Churchill Company, funneled more than $50
million from Churchill SPACs into consulting
and advisory fees for his own company, The Klein
Group – and then appointed his own family
members and employees as board members of
companies his SPACs were taking public.
• Further Regulation and Federal Legislation
is Needed to Protect Retail Investors and
the Market from the Impact of SPACs. The
number of SPACs has drastically increased
in the past three years, due in large part to
bad actors taking advantage of the regulatory
and legislative loopholes. In March 2022, the
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Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
proposed several new rules for SPACs that
would increase disclosures and increase liability
for SPAC sponsors and target acquisition
companies.9 These proposed regulations would,
among other fixes, amend the definition of
“blank check” companies to prevent SPACs
from abusing the safe harbor provision of
the Private Securities Litigation Reform
Act of 1995, and expand the definition of an
underwriter to any party that takes steps to
“facilitate a SPAC target IPO or any related
financing transaction.”10 These steps would
bring SPACs closer to the requirements of
a traditional IPO, and Congress can act to
strengthen the SEC’s actions by codifying
increased disclosures and the proposed
amended definitions into law.
Senator Warren’s forthcoming SPAC
Accountability Act of 2022 would build on the
SEC’s proposal by codifying these expanded
definitions into law, amending the definition
of “blank check” companies in the Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and
the Securities Act of 1933 and eliminating the
reference to “penny stock” in the Securities Act
of 1933. Senator Warren’s legislation would
also expand the definition of underwriter to
include any party that facilitates, directly or
indirectly, a de-SPAC transaction, increasing
Section 11 liabilities for financial institutions,
SPAC sponsors and boards, and the target
company. The SPAC Accountability Act of
2022 would additionally require the lock-up
period for SPAC sponsors to last until the
company has projected bringing in revenue in
forward-looking statements, preventing SPAC
sponsors from cashing out on their promote
before the merged company can produce any
of the projected profits. Finally, this legislation
would vastly increase the disclosures required
for a de-SPAC transaction, giving investors
more information about the financing, target
companies, and potential conflicts of interest,
evening the playing field for retail investors.

II. Introduction
Special Purpose Acquisition Companies, or
“SPACs,” are publicly traded blank-check
companies “that raise money with the sole purpose
of buying a company to take it public.”11 SPAC
sponsors – which include Wall Street bankers,
hedge funds, and other financial institutions
– raise capital by completing an Initial Public
Offering (IPO) for a shell company, fundraising
primarily from institutional investors and
discounting these purchases to raise large sums
quickly. SPACs then have a set period, typically
two years, to announce an acquisition target
and complete a merger with a private company.
This time pressure, combined with the inherent
benefits for SPAC sponsors and SPAC leadership,
has led to a proliferation of low-quality deals and
poor due diligence, often resulting in huge losses
for retail investors.
SPACs have drawn many comparisons to the blankcheck companies of the 1980s, the “blind pools”
that were best known as vehicles for “pump-anddump” schemes.12 However, modern-day SPACs
are significantly larger and, by using loopholes in
securities law, are able to avoid the strict regulations of
both penny stocks and traditional IPOs.13 The SPAC
market has grown exponentially in its current form,
creating what some observers have called a SPAC
“frenzy.”14 In 2019, 59 SPACs raised more than $13
billion. By 2020, 248 SPACs raised more than $83
billion.15 In 2021, there were 613 SPAC listings raising
a total of $145 billion, an increase of 91% over 2020.16
As SPACs rose in popularity, they were touted
as a way for retail investors, typically shut out
of high-profile deals and IPOs, to invest in
companies in “buzzy sectors” that “almost always
go up.”17 In 2021, Bank of America reported
that retail investors accounted for 40% of SPAC
trading on its platform, compared with 21% of
S&P 500 stocks and Russell 2000 stocks.18
SPACs also gave retail investors opportunities to
invest in high-profile names, including celebrities
in both the financial sector and pop culture. One
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retail investor described the “frenzy” to join a
SPAC led by prominent Wall Street backer Bill
Ackman, with another claiming there was a “mob
mentality” to invest in it.19 But these high-profile
names can obscure the risks of investing in their
companies. In 2021, the SEC issued a warning
to retail investors on the dangers of “Celebrity
Involvement with SPACs.”20
The dangers for retail investors – and the
profitmaking opportunities for SPAC sponsors –
are built into the SPAC structure. Retail investors
are routinely shut out of the most profitable
opportunities during the SPAC process, including
participation in PIPEs (private investment in a
public equity), and face dilution of their stock
from the sponsor’s “promote.”
Multiple studies found that institutional investors
and SPAC sponsors received a disproportionate
share of the profit from a SPAC merger while
retail investors suffered. A 2020 study found that
from 2019 to 2021, SPAC sponsors saw average
returns of 958%, even as companies taken public
by SPACs consistently underperformed the
market.21 A Renaissance Capital study found a
median loss of 29% between 2015 and September
2020 for companies that went public through a
SPAC’s shares post-merger, while an analysis from
the Financial Times found that the majority of
SPAC companies traded below their initial IPO
price of $10 a share.22
In September 2021, Senators Warren, Brown,
Smith, and Van Hollen sent letters to six highprofile SPAC creators: Michael Klein of M.
Klein Associates Inc., David Hamamoto of
DiamondHead Holdings Corp., Stephen Girsky
of VectoIQ, LLC., Tilman Fertitta of Fertitta
Entertainment, Inc., Chamath Palihapitiya of
Social+Capital Partnership, LLC., and Howard
Lutnick of Cantor Fitzgerald.23 These letters
highlighted reports of rampant self-dealing and
fraud in many of these SPACs. In response, six
high-profile SPAC creators provided financial
and logistical information on SPAC creation,
bolstering Senator Warren’s research into SPAC

structures and incentives.
In November 2021, in response to a report that
Digital World Acquisition Corp., the SPAC
partnering with former President Donald Trump’s
new media venture had violated securities law,24
Senator Warren sent a letter to Securities &
Exchange Commission (SEC) Chair Gary
Gensler.25 Chair Gensler acknowledged many of
the structural issues of SPACs in his response,
writing that he shared the concern “about
the potential for wrongdoing by bad actors in
connection with SPAC transactions,” and was
taking steps to protect investors from misaligned
incentives in the industry.
Using the information provided by SPAC creators,
the SEC, and public disclosures, this investigation
finds that the structure of SPACs routinely
rewards serial SPAC creators and Wall Street
backers while leaving retail investors at risk from
SPACs’ convoluted structure and incentives for
dilution, fraud, and abuse.

III. Findings
1. Misaligned Incentives in the SPAC Structure
SPAC business models include myriad ways for
SPAC sponsors and institutional investors to
profit even when the initial SPAC investment goes
bad. These misaligned incentives are a feature
rather than a bug of SPACs, rewarding serial
SPAC creators and the giant financial institutions
that bankroll them even if the companies they
take public flail.26
a. The SPAC Promote: SPAC Creators Are
Guaranteed Profits Even When Mergers Are
Not Profitable for Investors

When a SPAC sponsor consummates a public
offering, they receive a reward, known as the
“promote,” which is “often around 20% of the
shares [in the company] that the SPAC bought.”
27
This promote is essentially a guaranteed profit
for the SPAC creator, regardless of whether
retail investors make money or lose money and
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regardless of how the new public company fares in
the long run.
Sponsors pay a fraction of market value for these
promotes, which are often made up of millions of
Class A or B shares or warrants that can later be
redeemed on the open market when the value of
the SPAC has increased. The promote enriches
SPAC sponsors but harms retail investors by
flooding the SPAC’s market value with stocks and
warrants, diluting the remaining stock.28
These promotes can constitute millions of dollars
in profits for the SPAC sponsor, regardless of the
ultimate outcome of the investment. In response to
the September 2021 letter, SPAC creator Chamath
Palihapitiya disclosed pre-merger acquisitions of up
to 17 million Class B shares for ten of the SPACs
created by his company, Social Capital (Table 1).
These acquisitions would have cost institutional
investors between $34 million and $150 million,
but they cost him between $13,678 and $20,836.

Mr. Palihapitiya paid fractions of a penny for shares
in the companies that were worth $10 at their IPO
– meaning that even if these companies soon lost
99% of their value, he still would have earned an
extraordinary return.
For example, one of Mr. Palihapitiya’s SPACs,
Social Capital Hedosophia Holdings Corp.
III., brought Clover Health Investments Corp.
public on January 8, 2021.29 As a reward, Mr.
Palihapitiya received a promote of 16.9 million
Class B shares, at a cost of $20,386. When
Clover Health went public, the IPO price was
$10 per share30 – meaning that Mr. Palihapitiya’s
investment was worth $169 million. A year later,
stock in the company was just worth $3.1631 –
meaning that retail investors who bought in at
the IPO lost over 65% of their value while Mr.
Palihapitiya’s $20,386 investment was still worth
over $53 million, a return of over 2,600 times
what he paid.
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Table 1: Value of “Promote” for Chamath Palihapitiya in Various SPACs

SPAC

Acquisition
Target

Ownership

Dollar Amount

Number/type of
securities

Value of Equivalent
Shares for Retail
Investors at I.P.O.

Social Capital Hedosophia
Holdings Corp.

Virgin Galactic
Holdings, Inc.

SC Funds

$16,667

10,500,000 Class B
ordinary shares

$105,000,00032

Social Capital Hedosophia
Holdings Corp. II

Opendoor
Technologies, Inc.

Chamath
Palihapitiya

$15,110

6,280,313 Class B
ordinary shares

$62,803,13033

Social Capital
Hedosophia Holdings
Corp. III

Clover Health
Investments,
Corp.

Chamath
Palihapitiya

$20,386

16,912,500 Class B
ordinary shares

Social Capital
Hedosophia Holdings
Corp. IV

N/A

Chamath
Palihapitiya

$18,429

8,550,000 Class B
ordinary shares

$85,500,00035

Social Capital
Hedosophia Holdings
Corp. V

SoFi
Chamath
Technologies, Inc. Palihapitiya

$18,650

14,943,750 Class B
ordinary shares

$149,437,50036

Social Capital
Hedosophia Holdings
Corp. VI

N/A

Chamath
Palihapitiya

$14,831

17,055,703 Class B
ordinary Shares

$170,557,03037

Social Capital Suvretta
Holdings Corp. I

N/A

Chamath
Palihapitiya

$13,678

3,437,500 Class B
ordinary shares

$34,375,00038

$169,125,00034

Social Capital Suvretta
Holdings Corp. II

N/A

Chamath
Palihapitiya

$13,678

3,437,500 Class B
ordinary shares

$34,375,00039

Social Capital Suvretta
Holdings Corp. III

N/A

Chamath
Palihapitiya

$13,678

3,437,500 Class B
ordinary shares

$34,375,00040

Social Capital Suvretta
Holdings Corp. IV

N/A

Chamath
Palihapitiya

$13,678

3,437,500 Class B
ordinary shares

$34,375,00041

Similarly, Howard Lutnick’s Cantor Fitzgerald
disclosed promotes of over 5 million Class B
shares in each of the seven SPACs it sponsored
for just $25,000 each (Table 2), and serial SPAC
creator Michael Klein’s Churchill Capital disclosed
promotes ranging from 17 million to 51 million
shares for $25,000 (Table 3). Equivalent shares
bought by retail investors at the SPAC’s I.P.O.
would range from $57 million to $517 million.

nearly 50% loss for retail investors who bought
in at the IPO. However, the promote Mr. Klein
purchased for $25,000 were worth over $138
million, a return of over 5,550 times what he paid.

For example, Mr. Klein’s SPAC Churchill
Capital III brought MultiPlan, Inc. public on
October 9, 2020. 42 Mr. Klein’s promote consisted
of 27,500,000 shares for just $25,000. When
MultiPlan went public, shares at the IPO cost
$1043 – meaning Mr. Klein’s investment was worth
$275,500,000. Just one year later, on October
9, 2021, shares were worth $5.05, resulting in a
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Table 2: Value of “Promote” for Howard Lutnick’s Cantor Fitzgerald in Various SPACs
Dollar
Amount

Number/type of
securities

Value of Equivalent
Shares for Retail
Investors at I.P.O.

$25,000

7,054,603 Class B
shares

$70,546,03044

CF Finance Holdings II,
LLC

$25,000

12,470,000 Class B
shares

$124,700,00045

AEye, Inc.

CF Finance Holdings III,
LLC

$25,000

5,710,000 Class B
shares

$57,100,00046

CF Finance Acquisition
Corp. IV

N/A

CFAC Holdings IV, LLC

$25,000

12,466,250 Class B
shares

$124,662,50047

CF Finance Acquisition
Corp. V

Satellogic Inc.

CFAC Holdings V, LLC

$25,000

6,230,000 Class B
shares

$62,300,00048

CF Finance Acquisition
Corp VI

N/A

CFAC Holdings VI, LLC $25,000

7,480,000 Class B
shares

$74,800,00049

CF Finance Acquisition
Corp VIII

N/A

CFAC Holdings VIII,
LLC

6,228,000 Class B
shares

$62,280,00050

SPAC

Acquisition
Target

CF Finance Acquisition
Corp.

GCM
CF Finance Holdings,
Grosvenor, Inc. LLC

CF Finance Acquisition
Corp. II

View, Inc.

CF Finance Acquisition
Corp. III

Ownership

$25,000

Table 3: Value of “Promote” for Michael Klein in Various SPACs
SPAC

Acquisition
Target

Ownership

Dollar Amount

Number/type of
securities

Value of Equivalent Shares
for Retail Investors at I.P.O.

Churchill Capital Corp

Clarivate plc

Michael Klein

$25,000

17,250,000

$172,500,00051

Churchill Capital Corp II

Skillsoft Corp.

Michael Klein

$25,000

17,250,000

$172,500,00052

Churchill Capital Corp III

MultiPlan
Corporation

Michael Klein

$25,000

27,500,000

$275,000,00053

Churchill Capital Corp IV

Lucid Group,
Inc.

Michael Klein

$25,000

51,750,000

$517,500,00054

These promotes mean that the sponsors “have no
unique interest in a SPAC, because they have the
option to redeem their investments, plus interest,
for a modest but predictable return almost no
matter what happens with the acquisition.”55 As
long as SPACs find an acquisition target within
the time specified, typically two years, the SPACs’
success or failure is marginal to the sponsors’
profit. This skewed system incentivizes sponsors
to push merger agreements with weak or even
fraudulent companies, regardless of their longterm viability.
In a widely-publicized failed SPAC merger,
Tilman Fertitta entered into a merger agreement

with FAST Acquisition Corp. to take his casino
and restaurant company, Fertitta Entertainment
Inc., public for a $6.6 billion valuation in February
2021.56 In December, Fertitta’s business agreed
to pay $33 million to terminate the SPAC
agreement,57 and by January 2022, Fertitta
was in talks to receive $250 million from his
company.58 Mr. Fertitta has sponsored four
SPACs himself, raking in benefits even as mergers
and companies fail. In one instance, Mr. Fertitta’s
SPAC Landcadia Holdings merged with the food
delivery platform Waitr, which lost 96% of its
market value in just one year after going public.59
However, despite the legal troubles of Waitr and
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the decline of the company following the SPAC,
Landcadia Holdings Inc.’s sponsors stood to profit
enormously. According to information provided by
Mr. Fertitta, his compensation included the purchase
of 3,125,000 shares of Class F common stock in
the company for just $10,000, as well as a purchase
of 7,000,000 warrants for an aggregate purchase
price of $3,500,000 at the closing of the SPAC’s
IPO. Even with the extreme decline of Waitr’s
stock prices, Mr. Fertitta was practically guaranteed
a profit given the low price paid for the sponsor’s
promote. Even as Waitr faces delisting from the
Nasdaq due to its low stock price below $1, the
promote Mr. Fertitta paid $10,000 for would still be
worth over $1.5 million as of March 1, 2022.60

share. 64 In order to entice shareholders to buy
into what is essentially a blank-check company,
units sold at the SPAC’s IPO include redemption
rights that allow investors to redeem their shares
for the original listing price, typically $10 per
share, ahead of the business combination or after
the merger has been consummated. 65 These units
therefore come with a “money-back guarantee;”
even if the SPAC loses value when the acquisition
target is announced or once the merged company
is trading on the open market, early investors are
guaranteed to get their initial investment back,
and if the merged company is doing well, initial
investors can redeem their warrants for a bigger
slice of the pie. 66

b. Warrants, PIPEs, and Early Investments
Sweeten the Deal for Insiders, While Leaving
Retail Investors in the Cold

Although redemption rights benefit institutional
investors as a “money-back guarantee,”67 the
structure threatens the value of stocks held by
retail investors and the company being acquired.
In addition, since early investors including SPAC
founders maintain the option to exercise their
redemption rights, many institutional investors and
even founders will invest in SPACs without any
vested interest in the companies they acquire.68

The structure of SPACs gives hedge funds, Wall
Street insiders, and large financial institutions
opportunities to take a cut of the company at
various points along the SPACs “circuitous route”
to taking the company public. 61 Law Professor
Michael Klausner described SPACs as “a pile
of money that the banks can’t resist” due to the
low risk involved in investing in SPACs and the
fees incurred at nearly every step of the SPAC
process. 62 Banks and other institutional investors,
including the SPAC founders themselves,
participate in “private investment in public equity,”
or PIPEs, which further widens the information
and access divide.
i. Redemption Rights
The process of bringing a SPAC to market
inherently favors institutional investors and
financial institutions – the so-called “SPAC mafia”
63
– over retail investors by providing them an
opportunity to buy into the SPAC at its IPO,
prior to its announcement of its acquisition target.
Initial investors purchase units of a SPAC, a
combination of a share typically priced at $10 and
a warrant that entitles the holder to buy additional
shares at a slightly higher price, often $11.50 a

If a large percentage of shareholders exercise
their redemption rights, it can “drastically reduce
the cash proceeds that the combined company
will have available for its future operations,”
leading the SPAC to fail to meet its minimum
cash condition and threatening the entire deal. 69
There have been several high-profile examples of
high SPAC redemption rates in the past year. In
February 2022, the merger between M3-Brigade
Acquisition II Corp. and Syniverse was canceled
after a high rate of redemption requests drove
the SPAC below the minimum cash requirement
for the merger.70 The institutional investors
redeeming their shares were guaranteed a profit,
even as the company and the retail investors saw
their deal fail.
Even SPACs that can obtain additional funding
from other sources may be hit by high redemption
rates. Buzzfeed News, one of the highest-profile
companies to go public through a SPAC, saw
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“significant” redemption rates of 94.4%, leading
the company to raise only $16 million instead of
the $250 million it aimed to raise.71 Virgin Orbit,
which merged with NextGen Acquisition Corp.
II, expected to raise $483 million during the
SPAC process, but an 82.3% redemption rate led
to the company losing $315 million of its original
funds and ending the fundraising period with less
than half of the originally anticipated total.72
The risks from redemptions are increasing as the
overly saturated SPAC market continues to bring
in capital and investment even as the number
of solid acquisition targets dwindles.73 From
January to July 2021, the average monthly SPAC
redemption rate ranged from 7% to 43%, jumping
to 43% to 67% for the period between July and
November. 74 Additionally, in more than a third
of SPACs, over 90% of investors exercised their
redemption rights.75
ii. Shortcuts for Institutional Investors: PIPEs
In addition to early access to the SPAC market,
institutional investors are given a major
opportunity to profit that retail investors are shut
out from: the “PIPE,” or “private investment in
a public equity.” SPACs offer PIPEs for several
reasons, including filling any gaps in funding that
the initial fundraising round did not achieve,
and “validat[ing] the valuation” of the acquisition
due to the additional information PIPE investors
are privy to.76 PIPEs give private investors an
additional opportunity to buy stock and warrants
directly from the SPAC after an acquisition target
is announced, going around the public market
to buy at a steeply discounted price. This final
‘shortcut’ gives insiders yet another inside track to
buying into SPAC at a discounted rate, although
they “often have no interest in actually owning the
company being taken public,” instead looking to
quickly flip the shares.77
Retail investors, however, are shut out of this
process. Although retail investors can purchase
shares and warrants in a SPAC after its IPO,
they would not be able to purchase shares at the

same low costs as PIPE investors. The discounted
shares offered to institutional investors prior
to the IPO dilute the value of the shares retail
investors can purchase and open up additional
liabilities for the deal if too many early investors
exercise their redemption rights by preventing the
public company from having the funding it needs
to operate successfully.
Insiders are given access to the PIPE after the
public SPAC has announced an acquisition
target, but prior to the close of the business
combination. PIPE investors are provided with
“material, non-public information” from the
SPAC about the announced acquisition target,
giving these institutions yet another advantage
over retail investors.78 Cantor Fitzgerald, which
has underwritten over 100 SPACs and served as
a sponsor for at least 7, disclosed in response to
a September 2021 letter that the company “only
accepts institutional investors in the PIPE process.”
The informational asymmetry Cantor Fitzgerald
offers institutional investors was also shocking; a
June 2021 report showed that Cantor Fitzgerald
CEO Howard Lutnick told potential institutional
investors that he would “slip information to stock
analysts, let whispers spread through the market
— and watch the money grow,” all to the benefit of
the institutional investors who had already received
classified reports.79 Former SEC chairman Harvey
Pitt argued that the information asymmetry that
allowed institutional investors in PIPEs to view
material information before retail investors made
existing shareholders “losers,” and threatened the
“perception about fairness of our capital markets.”80
In addition, PIPE investors are guaranteed a
discounted price that still allows them to sell
their shares for full value on the open market,
often without the lock-up period that sponsors
and company leadership agree to. Digital World
Acquisition Corp. (DWAC), which announced
in October 2021 that it would merge with
former President Donald Trump’s social media
organization Trump Media and Technology
Group, recently announced a $1 billion PIPE that
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seemingly benefits all major institutional players
while diluting the stock. 81 DWAC has been
labeled a “meme stock” due to the lack of public
information about the company or its business
plan, and its PIPE plans to attract investors by
selling shares at a 20% discount to the volumeweighted average closing price. 82 Bloomberg’s Matt
Levine called the DWAC PIPE “free money”
because investors could easily flip the shares on
the open market, noting that “PIPE investors
only have to put up their money if they can
immediately turn around and resell their shares.”83
PIPEs are widespread within the SPAC industry
as a “critical” part of the SPAC structure. 84 In
2020, PIPEs generated $12.4 billion to help
fund 46 SPAC mergers, including several PIPEs
that surpassed $1 billion in size. 85 Information
provided by Chamath Palihapitiya, a venture
investor described as being “synonymous with
SPACs,” shows that PIPE investors can earn
returns of more than 300%. Palihapitiya disclosed
a $25 million investment in the PIPE for Fortress
Value Acquisition Corp., netting 2.5 million
shares in the company, only to sell 2.1 million
of those shares for approximately $76 million.
Palihapitiya also disclosed a $100,000,000
investment in the PIPE for Virgin Galactic, which
merged with a SPAC sponsored by Palihapitiya
and his company Social Capital,that he later
sold for $310,000,000. Virgin Galactic stock has
since lost 84% of value from its peak, underlining
how retail investors can lose the majority of their
investments even after players like Palihapitiya
rake in returns of 300%. 86
3. High SPAC Fees Increase Costs for Retail
Investors
SPAC fees are frequently touted as a benefit of
the SPAC model, because SPAC underwriters
typically charge a 5.5-6.0% fee, rather than the
7.0% model used in most IPOs. 87 However,
banks and other financial institutions backing
SPACs charge fees that can quickly add up. Many
SPAC backers receive not just the traditional
underwriter fee, but a capital markets advisory

fee, a PIPE placement agent fee, and a financial
advisor fee. These “hidden costs,”88 which include
the sponsors’ promote, bank fees, and PIPEs, give
hedge funds and Wall Street insiders a “much
sweeter deal” than retail investors. 89
Investment banks earned as much as $15 billion
from underwriting and advisory work with SPACs
from January 2020 to May 2021, with major
banks like Citigroup Inc., Goldman Sachs Group,
and Credit Suisse Group AG taking the lion
shares of the SPAC business.90 Due to the hidden
costs that benefit big banks and Wall Street
insiders, retail investors face significant dilution
of their shares post-merger. The costs, which are
paid in large part by the companies following the
business combination, are considerably higher
than a traditional IPO; researchers found that for
each SPAC share “purportedly worth $10, there
is $6.67 in cash and $3.33 in dilution overhanging
the merger.”91
The potential benefits for investment banks also
constitute another risk inherent in the SPAC
structure: banks and other “gatekeepers” are
incentivized to support SPACs and encourage
mergers, even if it means downplaying risks or
cutting corners on due diligence that would be
conducted in a traditional IPO.92 These risks are
particularly high because, as discussed earlier,
misaligned SPAC incentives increase the risk
of weak or even fraudulent companies avoiding
scrutiny during the IPO process.
Additionally, some SPACs use the financial
institutions that sponsor them as underwriters
or financial advisors, giving these companies an
extra share of the profits and further incentivizing
their interest in mergers independent of their
value as good investments for retail investors.
According to information provided by major
SPAC backer Cantor Fitzgerald, in their role as
underwriters, they received a fee equal to 5.56.0% of the amount raised in the IPO, with a
2.0% underwriting fee at the closing of the IPO.
For Cantor-sponsored SPACs, the company also
received a capital markets advisory fee equal to
3.5% of the amount raised in the IPO and 5.5%
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of the over-allotment option. Several of their
SPACs, including two whose value slid over the
past year, paid their financial backers a 3.0% PIPE
placement fee and M&A advisory fees consisting
of several million in dollars or shares.

The result was millions in dollars of fees from
each SPAC Cantor Fitzgerald sponsored in
addition to their 20% sponsor’s promotes, further
diluting the value of the companies being taken
public (Table 4).

Table 4: Examples of SPAC Fees Collected by Cantor Fitzgerald
Issuer Name

Role

Initial
Underwriting
Fee

Capital Markets
Advisory Fee

PIPE Placement Agent
Fee
$2,775,000 paid at closing
of PIPE (1.5% of PIPE
from third party investors
- total fee of 3.0% split
with co-placement agent
JP Morgan Securities,
LLC)
$4,200,000 paid at closing
of PIPE (1.5% of PIPE
from third party investors
- total fee of 3.0% split
with co-placement agent
Goldman Sachs & Co.)

M&A Advisory Fee

CF Finance
Acquisition
Corp.

Underwriter PIPE
Placement Agent
Financial Advisor Capital
Markets Advisor

$5,000,000 paid
at closing of
IPO (2% of base
offering)

$9,890,445 paid at
closing of business
combination (3.5%
of base offering
and over-allotment
option)

CF Finance
Acquisition
Corp. II

Underwriter PIPE
Placement Agent
Financial Advisor Capital
Markets Advisor

$10,000,000
paid at closing of
IPO (2% of base
offering)

$17,500,000 paid at
closing of business
combination (3.5%
of base offering)

CF Finance
Acquisition
Corp. III

Underwriter PIPE
Placement Agent
Financial Advisor Capital
Markets Advisor

$4,000,000 paid
at closing of
IPO (2% of base
offering)

$8,650,000 paid at
closing of business
combination (3.5%
of base offering and
5.5% of overallotment
option)

CF
Acquisition
Corp. IV

Underwriter Capital
Markets Advisor

$9,000,000 paid
at closing of
IPO (2% of base
offering)

$18,500,000 payable
at closing of business
combination (3.5%
N/A
of base offering
and 5.5% of overallotment option)

N/A

CF
Acquisition
Corp. V

Underwriter PIPE
Placement Agent
Financial Advisor Capital
Markets Advisor

$5,000,000 paid
at closing of
IPO (2% of base
offering)

$8,750,000 payable
at closing of business
combination (3.5%
of base offering)

$5,000,000
($8,000,000 if
minimum cash is at
least $295 million)
payable at closing of
business combination

CF
Acquisition
Corp. VI

Underwriter Capital
Markets Advisor

$6,000,000 paid
at closing of
IPO (2% of base
offering)

$10,500,000 payable
at closing of business
N/A
combination (3.5%
of base offering)

N/A

Underwriter Capital
Markets Advisor

$4,400,000 paid
at closing of
IPO (2% of base
offering)

$9,350,000 payable
at closing of business
combination (3.5%
N/A
of base offering
and 5.5% of overallotment option)

N/A

CF
Acquisition
Corp. VIII

$6,750,000 paid at closing
of PIPE (3.0% of PIPE)

$2,186,708 payable at
closing of PIPE (4.0% of
PIPE excluding certain
investors)

$5,000,000 paid at
closing of business
combination

$7,500,000 paid by
issuance of 750,000
Class A shares of
View, Inc. at closing of
business combination

$10,000,000 paid at
closing of business
combination
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Cantor Fitzgerald’s fees are even more egregious
when contrasted with the success or failures of the
companies after the IPO.

4. SPACs and Fraud: The SPAC Structure
Incentivizes Inflated, Inadequate, and Even
Fraudulent Disclosures

Cantor Fitzgerald took View, a company that
creates “next-generation smart windows.” public in
March 2021 through its CF Finance Acquisition
Corp. II93 in an estimated $1.6 billion merger.94
According to information provided by Cantor
Fitzgerald, the company earned $31.7 million in
fees and received 750,000 shares in the company
for their roles as underwriter, PIPE placement
agent, financial advisor, and capital markets
advisor for the CF Finance Acquisition Corp.
II IPO and merger with View. These fees far
outpaced View’s $23.4 million total revenue in
2019, and most of these fees were paid upon
completion of the business combination, prior to
any success or failure of the merged company.95

SPAC sponsors have had pervasive problems
with inflated, inadequate, and even fraudulent
disclosures, to the detriment of retail investors.
When companies go public through a traditional
IPO process, there are extensive public disclosure
requirements. But SPACs appear, in whole or in
part, to be contrivances designed to evade these
requirements. One analyst argued that the SPAC
“structure itself seems engineered to attract fraud”
due to the lack of oversight in the SPAC industry,
lax disclosure requirements, and the misaligned
incentives of the decision makers.102

In March 2021, View’s stock prices decreased
3% on its IPO debut to $8.92 a share,96 and by
January 2022, the stock had not risen above $10
a share for retail investors.97 In an investor suit
filed against the company, investors argued that
the deal was “disastrous” for public investors,
pointing to the benefits given to Cantor Fitzgerald
insiders while retail investors saw their shares
drop to below $2.50 per share.98 The suit argued
that the Cantor Fitzgerald board, characterized
as “independent” in the approval process, was
actually strongly incentivized to approve deals
because they were “compensated with founder
shares” that would profit “even in the event of
value destruction.”99
Similarly, Cantor Fitzgerald brought AEye, a
company that provides LiDAR (Light Detection
and Ranging) for transportation systems through
a merger with CF Finance Acquisition Corp. in
February 2021 with Aeye initially valued at $2
billion,100 The company’s stock value decreased by
64 percent in 2021 and was trading below $3.00 per
share in February 2022,101 a loss for retail investors
of over 70%. But Cantor Fitzgerald did just fine: the
company earned over $17.6 million in fees.

SPACs have long claimed to be protected under
the safe harbor provision of the 1995 Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act (PSLRA), which
exempts them from the traditional IPO disclosure
requirements, instead allowing them to make
forward-looking statements without liability as
long as the projections are “made in good faith.”103
The time pressure on SPACs to find a company for
a merger exacerbates the concerns, increasing the
likelihood that SPACs will go after a company that
can make strong projections without looking for any
proof that it can live up to them. SPACs typically
have just two years to identify an acquisition target
and complete a merger, putting pressure on SPAC
sponsors and boards to agree to a merger even if
they lack reliable information on the target. SPAC
boards are typically compensated in stock and made
up of shareholders, making them little more than
a “rubber stamp” for proposed mergers,104 even if
financial projections were “outside the realm of
feasible outcomes.” 105 The end result is that SPACs
frequently conduct “faulty due diligence” due to
their misaligned incentives, allowing companies’
weaknesses that would be revealed in a traditional
IPO to fly under the radar of the board and SPAC
sponsor who are compensated regardless.106
This dynamic – SPAC sponsors and shareholders
prioritizing completing a deal over finding strong and
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promising companies to take public, combined with
weak disclosure requirements – has allowed SPACs to
drastically overstate target companies’ prospects. Many
companies that go public through SPACs “attract
investors with bullish financial projections, despite
having little or no revenue in their history.”107 Retail
investors again bear the brunt of these flaws in the
SPAC model: a Wall Street Journal analysis found that
companies with high-growth revenue projections that
went public through SPACs were likely to be “overly
optimistic and misleading to uninformed investors.” 108
One of the early high-profile SPAC “flops,”
Landcadia Holdings Inc., was backed by big
names including billionaire restaurateur Tilman
Fertitta and Jefferies Financial Group Inc. CEO
Richard Handler.109 Just two weeks before the
SPACs deadline to announce a merger in 2018,
Landcadia Holdings Inc. announced that food
delivery service Waitr was its acquisition target, with
unanimous approval from the boards of directors of
both Landcadia and Waitr.110 However, the Waitr
model had significant weaknesses, and in 2019, the
company lost 96% of its market value.111 By 2021,
Waitr had gone through multiple CEOs, layoffs
of over 2,300 employees, and a lawsuit about their
misclassification of delivery drivers.112 The SPAC
faced a class-action lawsuit from investors claiming
that the SPAC sponsors, Fertitta and Handler,
had misled shareholders about the risks inherent
in Waitr’s business plan.113 Before going public the
company claimed it could compete with food delivery
giants Grubhub and DoorDash, statements it now
calls “corporate optimism and puffery.”114
Following “horrific returns tied to the real world,”
many SPAC sponsors are looking into highly
speculative industries, including the “metaverse,”
space travel, and electric vehicles.115 These
industries are a natural fit for SPACs, which
rely on the ability to make “bullish” projections
– bordering on or fully falling into falsities –
through the PSLRA safe harbor provision. SPACs
in speculative industries include the 2019 merger
between Chamath Palihapitiya’s Social Capital
Hedosophia SPAC and the billionaire Richard

Branson’s space travel company Virgin Galactic,
which lost 84% in stock value from its peak after it
couldn’t live up to its “bullish long-term financial
forecasts.”116 Virgin Galactic forecast $210 million
in revenue by 2021 but ended up bringing in just
$3 million and is not yet conducting flights.117
Another industry that is particularly illustrative
of SPACs’ misaligned incentives and potential for
fraud is the electric vehicle industry. In 2020, nine
electric vehicle companies with a combined annual
revenue of $139 million went public through a
SPAC. Combined, these companies projected
annual revenue of $26 billion by 2024.118 But
by 2022, the stocks of four of these SPACs lost
more than 90% from their peak, with at least five
companies facing investigations by the SEC and
three facing investigations from the Department
of Justice.119
VectoIQ Holdings I, a SPAC run by former GM
chairman Steve Girsky, was formed in 2018 and
announced in 2020, close to the merger deadline,
that its acquisition target was the electric car
company Nikola.120 Just months later, shortseller Hindenburg Research published a scathing
review of the “intricate fraud” at the basis of this
$20 billion public company – accusing Nikola
founder and Executive Chairman Trevor Milton
of “dozens of false statements,” including whether
its proprietary technology could even work.121
In 2020, Nikola lost $384.3 million, and by
February 2022, Nikola’s share price was down
90.3% from its June 2020 peak.122 The company’s
founder, Trevor Milton, was indicted on federal
charges in July 2021 after the U.S. Attorney’s
Office in Manhattan accused Milton of lying
about “nearly all aspects of the business,” and
the company agreed to pay $125 million to settle
allegations that it defrauded investors.123
Another company that used the safe harbor
provision to defraud investors and the market
was electric truck maker Lordstown Motors. In
August 2020, the SPAC DiamondPeak Holdings
Corp. took Lordstown Motors public in a highly
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anticipated public offering, with the company
valued at $1.6 billion. 124 The merger included a
$500 million PIPE with a $75 million investment
by General Motors, giving the company a veneer
of respectability and success.125 When Lordstown
Motors became public, the company had yet to
deliver a single vehicle, but touted 100,000 preorders for their vehicles as a guarantee that it
would soon become profitable.126
However, a March 2021 investigation revealed
that the pre-orders were non-binding expressions
of interest, a far cry from Lordstown CEO
Steve Burns’ claim that they were “very serious
orders,” and blurring the line between “forwardlooking statements” and outright fraud.127 In
addition, employees revealed that the vehicles
needed “drastic” design modifications and were
3-4 years away from production, undermining
the company’s claims that it could be producing
vehicles within the calendar year.128
By July 2021, an internal investigation found that
the company had “issues regarding the accuracy
of certain statements” regarding the pre-orders,
and Lordstown Motors’ CEO and CFO stepped
down.129 The company disclosed in a June 2021
SEC filing that there was “substantial doubt”
about its ability to continue operating due to
problems in the vehicle and its low level of cash as
investors fled.130 In response to a September 2021
letter, DiamondPeak Holdings Corp. sponsor and
Lordstown Motors Board of Directors member
David Hamomoto disclosed that the company
was facing six putative securities class action
lawsuits asserting violations of the Securities Act
of 1934, four related stockholder lawsuits, two
subpoenas from the SEC, and a notification of an
investigation by the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the
Southern District of New York.

5. Rampant Self-Dealing by SPAC Creators
and Sponsors Hurts Retail Investors and The
Market
Given the misaligned incentives and lack of
oversight in the SPAC industry, it is unsurprising
that SPAC creators and sponsors have found
myriad ways to benefit themselves throughout
the process. Using information provided by serial
SPAC creators including Tilman Fertitta, Michael
Klein, and Chamath Palihapitiya, this report
has identified several ways in which the SPAC
structures uses lax disclosure and conflict of
interest laws to encourage self-dealing and insider
trading.
a. SPAC Sponsors Rake In “Consultant” And
Advisory Fees While Skewing Due Diligence To
Their Own Benefit
Many serial SPAC sponsors use the blank-shell
companies as ways to pad their own company’s
revenue. In one instance, Michael Klein, the
CEO of SPAC sponsor The Churchill Company,
funneled more than $50 million from Churchill
SPACs into consulting and advisory fees for his
company, The Klein Group (Table 5).131
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Table 5: SPAC Self-Dealing by the Churchill Company/The Klein Group
SPAC

The Klein Group Fee Type

The Klein Group Fee Dollar
Amount

Churchill Capital Corp

Consultants / Financial
Advisors

$12,000,000

Churchill Capital Corp II

Consultants / Financial
Advisors

$14,400,000

Churchill Capital Corp III

Consultants / Financial
Advisors, Placement Fee

In addition, Mr. Klein appointed his own family
members and employees as board members
of companies his SPACs were taking public.
MultiPlan, which merged with Mr. Klein’s
Churchill Capital III, included on its board Mr.
Klein and three other members of the SPAC’s
leadership, as well as members of Mr. Klein’s
family. In a class action suit against MultiPlan,
investors alleged that the board of directors of
Churchill Capital III and MultiPlan failed to
conduct a rigorous review of the company, in part
because Mr. Klein and his associates, including
family members, were already guaranteed a profit
through fees given to Churchill Capital and The
Klein Group.132
In other cases, SPAC sponsors have simply used
the process to acquire their own companies.
Billionaire Tilman Fertitta’s SPAC, Landcadia
II, merged with Golden Nugget Online Gaming,
Inc., where Mr. Fertitta was already the CEO and
Chairman of the Board.133 As part of the deal,
the SPAC agreed to pay half of Tilman Fertitta’s
parent company Golden Nugget’s debt.134

$30,500,000

Notes

The Klein Group directed Churchill
III to pay $8 million in its fees to
the nonprofit Project Isaiah, which
Churchill and The Klein Group
CEO Michael Klein sits on the
board of.

the merged business closed. Waitr was a highprofile SPAC flop, and Mr. Fertitta and Waitr
were sued by shareholders who argued that the
business model was flawed and that management
should have prevented a merger.135
b. SPAC Sponsors Double As Investors Despite
Inherent Insider Advantages
Despite their clear insider knowledge, SPAC
sponsors can invest in SPACs as part of the PIPE
– giving themselves a shortcut to discounted
stocks. Sponsors are given access to more
information about the health and potential
growth of the company than any other investors
or even regulators, blurring the lines between
investing and insider trading. According to
information provided by M. Klein & Associates,
two entities associated with SPAC directors
purchased 1 million shares in a PIPE and 8.5
million shares respectively. Chamath Palihapitiya,
in his role as the CEO of Social Capital, disclosed
involvement in the PIPE funding and ownership
of PIPE shares in several of the SPACs he and his
company sponsored, as shown in the Table 6.

Another Fertitta SPAC, Landcadia I, merged with
Waitr, Inc., a restaurant platform that included
several restaurants affiliated with Mr. Fertitta.
According to his disclosures, Waitr generated
$0.6 million of its revenue from restaurants
affiliated with Mr. Fertitta in 2019, a number that
jumped to $1.5 million in 2020 – the same year
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Table 6: SPAC Sponsors’ Ownership of PIPE Shares
Dollar
Amount

SPAC

Ownership

Social Capital Hedosophia Holdings Corp.

Chamath Palihapitiya $100,000,000

10,000,000 shares of Common Stock

Social Capital Hedosophia Holdings Corp. II

Chamath Palihapitiya $100,000,000

10,000,000 shares of Common Stock

Social Capital Hedosophia Holdings Corp. III

Chamath Palihapitiya $100,000,000

10,000,000 shares of Class A Common Stock

Social Capital Hedosophia Holdings Corp. V

Chamath Palihapitiya $131,000,000

13,100,000 shares of Common Stock

Palihapitiya disclosed selling his 10 million
PIPE shares in Virgin Galactic, a company he
sponsored, for $310.3 million – a more than
300% profit. Despite sponsoring the SPAC that
merged with Virgin Galactic, Social Capital
Hedosophia Holdings Corp., Palihapitiya has
repeatedly sold his shares in Virgin before the
company could make a significant profit. After
taking the company public in 2019, Palihapitiya
sold 3.8 million shares in December 2020
while promising to “remain committed and
excited for the future” of the company.136 Just
four months later, in March 2021, Palihapitiya
sold the remainder of his personal stake in the
company, 6.2 million shares, for approximately
$213 million, causing the stock to drop nearly
10% in less than one week.137 By February 2022,
Palihapitiya had stepped down from Virgin
Galactic’s board, and the company had lost $1
billion in just two years.138
Palihapitiya’s position as both a sponsor of the
SPAC and as chairman of the public company
casts doubt on whether his investments could
be neutral. In March 2022, shareholders sued
Palihapitiya for insider trading, arguing that
Palihapitiya made approximately $315 million
selling his shares while the stock price was
“artificially inflated.”139 The suit claims that even
as Palihapitiya and other leaders of the company
made millions of dollars in profits, they were
aware of “defects in its spacecraft three years
before they were publicly disclosed last year.”140

Number of PIPE shares

IV. Recommendations
The findings in this report reveal that SPACs
and SPAC sponsors are abusing loopholes and
gaps in current securities law, and are using them
to take advantage of retail investors and enrich
themselves. Regulators and Congress should act
quickly to close loopholes and protect investors
and the market.
The SEC has already indicated an increased
willingness to aggressively pursue wrongdoing
in the SPAC sector.141 In July 2021, the SEC
charged the SPAC Stable Road Acquisition Corp.,
their sponsor, and their proposed merger target
Momentus Inc. with making misleading claims
about the target company’s technology and the
national security risk associated with the SPAC’s
sponsor.142 The agency, in its announcement
of the charges, broadcast the action to the
market as shedding light on “risks inherent to
SPAC transactions, as those who stand to earn
significant profits from a SPAC merger may
conduct inadequate due diligence and mislead
investors.”143 In March 2022, the SEC announced
wide-ranging proposal for new regulations
governing SPACs.144
a. The SEC’s March 2022 Proposal for SPAC
Regulation
In March 2022, the SEC introduced a set of rules
for SPACs that would strengthen transparency
and disclosure in the de-SPAC transaction,
bringing the requirements for SPACs and
target companies closer to that of a traditional
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IPO.145 These rules would address several of
the issues highlighted in this report, including
dilution of SPAC shares, inadequate disclosures,
and the use of forward-looking statements to
make overblown or even fraudulent projections.
The SEC has proposed additional disclosures
that include a fairness report on the de-SPAC
transaction, enhanced disclosures on SPAC
sponsors, conflicts of interest, and dilution.146
Importantly, the SEC’s proposed rules would
remove SPACs’ liability safe harbor in the Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 regarding
forward-looking statements.147 In addition, the
SEC’s proposed regulation on SPACs would
increase Section 11 liabilities on involved parties
in the de-SPAC transaction by expanding the
definition of underwriters to anyone who acted as
an underwriter for the initial SPAC IPO.148
Finally, the SEC’s proposed regulations provide a
clearer definition of a SPAC by carving out a safe
harbor for SPACs meeting certain conditions in the
Investment Company Act of 1940. These conditions,
which include maintaining only government
securities and cash items as assets and seeking to
complete a de-SPAC transaction within 18 months
after an initial public offering and completing a deSPAC transaction within 24 months of the offering,
address concerns raised by several of the innovative
SPACs that act as investment companies that
have popped up recently to take advantage of the
regulatory loopholes.149
The SEC’s proposed regulations would increase
transparency and disclosures in the SPAC space,
providing retail investors with more tools to
evaluate whether SPAC sponsors are offering
a fair deal. However, in order for the SEC to
have the full authority needed to crack down on
wrongdoing, congressional action is required.
b. Congress Should Close Regulatory Loopholes
and Require Greater Disclosures
In addition to the proposed regulations from the
SEC, Congress can act to codify the amended
definitions into law and require SPAC sponsors

and underwriters to have a greater stake in their
merged companies’ futures and greater liability
during the SPAC IPO and de-SPAC process.
These reforms include amending the definitions
of underwriters and “blank check” companies to
cover SPACs and their financial backers, requiring
additional disclosures from SPACs at the IPO
and when filing a Form 8-K, and requiring the
lock-up period for SPAC sponsors to extend until
the company has projected bringing in revenue in
its forward-looking statements. Senator Warren’s
forthcoming legislation, The SPAC Accountability
Act of 2022, would address these loopholes and
build on the SEC’s proposed rules to level the
playing field for retail investors.
Amending the Definition of “Blank Check”
Companies in the Securities Act of 1933 and the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995
SPACs have taken advantage of a number of
regulatory loopholes, including the safe harbor
provision of the Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995, which give them broad
protection from liability for “forward-looking
statements,” and the size limitation of the Penny
Stock Reform Act, which regulated blank-check
companies that traded below $5 per share and had
fewer than $5 million in assets, but allowed larger
SPACs to evade regulations. A legislative solution
to the danger SPACs pose to the open market
would address both of these loopholes.
SPACs match many of the characteristics of
penny-stock blank check companies: misleading
information, “pump and dump” schemes, conflicts
of interest, and fraud.150 The Penny Stock Reform
Act in 1990 increased the transparency and
disclosure required by these companies, but it
excluded companies with more than $5 million
in assets, a loophole SPACs used decades later to
evade disclosure laws and enrich their sponsors.151
Amending The Securities Act of 1933 to eliminate
the reference to “penny stock” when defining blank
check companies would prevent SPAC’s wild
stock swings and abuse of disclosure and other
requirements.
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In addition, amending the definition of a “blank
check” company in The Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995 would prevent
SPACs from exploiting the safe harbor provision
to make overblown and fraudulent projections.
Researchers at American for Financial Reform
argued that tamping down the ability of SPACs to
put forward bullish and overblown projections “will
help to ensure that blank check company sponsors
and advisors will not inject overly optimistic
or unrealistic projections in SPAC-related
documents,” or mislead retail investors about the
market valuation of the acquisition targets.152
Increasing Disclosure Laws Governing SPAC
Sponsors and Affiliated Companies
In addition, many SPAC sponsors have used the
unique SPAC structure to benefit themselves
through kickbacks, consulting fees, and even
choosing companies they have a pre-existing financial
relationship with to take public. Increasing conflict
of interest disclosure laws for SPAC sponsors and
financial advisors would protect retail investors
from blatant self-dealing. Senator Warren’s SPAC
Accountability Act proposes increasing disclosures
at the SPAC’s IPO regarding dilution due to the
sponsor’s promote, redemption rights, and free
warrants for IPO investors, and proposed and
completed private investments in a public entity. It
would also increase disclosures after the SPAC has
identified an acquisition target, requiring the SPAC’s
Form 8-K to disclosure the valuation of the target,
any financial ties board members of the SPAC and
the target companies, including stock, future positions
at the target company, or financial ties between
board members’ companies and the target company,
a fairness report or opinion issued by a third party,
and any dissenting votes against the merger by board
members and their reasoning for the vote.
Giving SPAC Sponsors a Larger Stake in the
Company: Expanding the Definition of Underwriter
and Extending the SPAC Sponsor’s Lock-Up Period

little to no interest in the merged company,
incentivizing low-quality mergers and allowing
sponsors to profit handsomely while retail
investors struggle. The forthcoming SPAC
Accountability Act would address this imbalance
in two major ways: expanding the definition of
underwriter to increase the Section 11 liability
of SPAC sponsors and financial institutions,
and requiring SPAC sponsors’ shares to remain
locked-up until the company has projected
bringing in revenue in forward-looking statements.
The SEC’s proposed rules on SPACs include a
provision that would expand the definition of
“underwriter” in the de-SPAC transaction to
include any parties that served as an underwriter
for the SPAC’s IPO. 153 The SPAC Accountability
Act would codify this definition, and further
expand it to include any party that facilitates,
directly or indirectly, a de-SPAC transaction.
Clarifying the role of financial institutions and
SPAC sponsors will increase their liability for
the de-SPAC transaction, giving these parties
an increased stake in the future of the merged
company and opening them up to liability from
shareholders if the de-SPAC transaction include
un-disclosed dilution or fraudulent statements.
SPAC sponsors typically point to the lock-up
period as evidence that they are invested in the
success of failure of the merged company, but
as this investigation found, SPAC sponsors
frequently cash out well before the merged
company turns a profit. In many cases, companies
project profit years out from the de-SPAC
transaction, allowing serial SPAC creators to
profit before the business begins operating fully.
The SPAC Accountability Act would require the
lock-up period for SPAC sponsors to last until
the company’s forward-looking statements project
bringing in revenue, preventing SPAC sponsors
from leaving cashing out prior to their company’s
success or failure.

This investigation found that many SPAC
sponsors, including high-profile financiers, have
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